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Malpractice Claims Frequency Comparison
Intervention= Organization-Wide Stress Management Program 

Baseline Year Following Year

HOSPITAL GROUP Frequency M SD Frequency M SD Claims      
Reduction 

Control
Hospitals (n=22)

36 1.64 1.81 35 1.59 2.17 3%

Intervention 
Hospitals (n=22)

31 1.41 1.44 9* 0.41 0.67 70%

Baseline Year   t(21) = 1.16,  n.s.
Following Year t(21) = 2.89. p<0.01*

Jones, John W.; Barge, Bruce N.; Steffy, Brian D.; Fay, Lisa M.; Kunz, Lisa K.; Wuebker, Lisa J.
Stress and medical malpractice: Organizational risk assessment and intervention. 

Journal of Applied Psychology, Vol 73(4), Nov 1988, 727-735



Emotional Influences in Patient Safety



NASA TLX on Workload

Demand Rating Question  Rating
0 (very low) to 
100 (very high)

X Weight = Product

Mental 
Demand

How mentally demanding was the task? 3

Physical 
Demand

How physically Demanding was the task? 0

Temporal 
Demand

How hurried or rushed was the pace of the task? 5

Performance How successful were you in accomplishing what 
your were asked to do? 1

Effort How hard did you have to work to accomplish your 
level of performance? 3

Frustration How insecure, discouraged, irritated, stressed and 
annoyed were you? 3

Total weights
= 15

Sum=

÷ 15

Mean Score=

4



% Incidents Radiation Oncology and
NASA TLX Workload Score

Mazur LM et al. Quantitative Assessment of Workload and Stressors in Clinical Radiation Oncology. 
Int J Radiation Oncol Biol Phys, Vol. 83, No. 5, pp. e571ee576, 2012

Workload (NASA TLX Score) and Frequency of Radiotherapy Incidents r = 0.87, P value = .045
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Can you think of examples where mental or 
temporal demand, effort or frustration lead to error 

or near miss?

Pair into groups, discuss with neighbor, share with larger group.



Error Sensitivity to Sleep Deprivation in
Burnout and Depression

Fahrenkopf 2008



Medical Errors, Personal Distress, 
Reduced Empathy and Future Errors

• Self perceived medical errors- common among internal medicine residents

– Subsequent personal distress, increased burnout and depression, decreased 
empathy.

– Increases odds for future self-perceived errors

• Suggests a vicious cycle. 

• Suggestions: 

1. Efforts to decrease errors

2. Focus on systemic contributions to error & fatigue

3. Help with coping, personal awareness and self care. 

4. Environmental culture: Promote prevention, identification, and treatment of  
burnout.

West CP, Huschka MM, et al. Association of Perceived Medical Errors with Resident Distress and Empathy. 
JAMA, September 6, 2006. Vol 296, (9):1071-78



Cyclical Relationship between Burnout and Errors

Medical Errors
Burnout

& Depression

Burnout & 
Depression

contributing to 
Medical Errors

Medical Errors 
contributing to 

Burnout & 
Depression

ORGANIZATIONAL
contributions to 
Burnout &
Depression

ORGANIZATIONAL
contributions to 
Medical errors



What are some ideas on how  to 
interrupt this vicious cycle of medical error 
burnout/ depression and medical error?

Group together, discuss, share with group.



External world environment
Medical Culture of Endurance and Silence

- New (authority of choice) regulations say this is ‘good care’ and  
led to believe possible to do --in context of all other 
requirements (though no one oversees the total demand).

-Complaining = whining
-You are a professional, self-effacement, put aside how you feel* 
-Not differentiate eustress from distress or hyper stress.                    
-’You are lucky to be working/ training here’.

- Don’t be ‘weak’. 
-Don’t be a ‘fanatic’.

Internal world:
Altruism, workaholic,  perfectionism, obedience to authority.

‘I  don’t want them to think I can’t handle this’.   
‘Things kept getting in the way of me taking care of patients’.
‘My family is depending upon me’. 21 years of school, $250,000 in debt.

Strong Forces Discourage Clinician Self-Care and Speaking Up.
Clinician External and Internal Scripts



What are some ways to get clinicians to be able to 
speak up about overwhelm, personal safety and 

patient safety?

Speak with neighbor, reconvene as a group and 
share ideas.
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Healthy Workplace Study AMA

1. Improving workflows within the practice is the 
most powerful antidote to burnout
• Reduces burnout  6 fold.

2. Targeted quality improvement projects addressing 
clinician concerns
• Reduces burnout 5 fold.

3. Improving communication between team members
• Improves professional satisfaction 3 fold.

Linzer M, Poplau S, Grossman E, et al. 
A Cluster Randomized Trial of Interventions to Improve Work Conditions and
Clinician Burnout in Primary Care: Results from the Healthy Work Place (HWP)
Study. J Gen Intern Med. 2015.



Ergonomics

1. Physical ergonomics- deals with human body’s 
responses to physical and physiological work loads
• e.g. vibration, force, repetition, posture.

2. (Neuro)Cognitive ergonomics- deals with brain and 
mental processes and capacities of humans when at 
work;
• e.g. mental strain from workload, decision making, human error 

and training efforts.

3. Organizational ergonomics- deals with organizational 
structures, polices and processes in work environment; 
• e.g. shift work, scheduling, job satisfaction motivation, 

supervision, teamwork, ethics, organization of mandatories.



Integrative Model: Patient Safety and Staff Wellbeing



What are some examples of factors that thwart 
care that can lead to acute risk of error? (Group 1)

What are some examples of factors that chronically 
thwart care that can affect the clinician in ways that 
devolve their ability to give quality care? (Group 2)

Each group separate and discuss.
Group 1 share with group their findings.
Then Group 2 share with the group their findings.



STEPS 1.DETERMINING    

SALIENCE

2. ANALYZING 

CAUSALITY

3. ENVISIONING the 

DECISION 

ARCHITECTURE

4. ACHIEVING 

RESOLUTION

Conventional  

Thinkers

Focus only on 

obviously relevant 

features

Consider one-way 

linear relationships 

between variables in 

which more of “A” 

produces more of “B”

Break problems into 

pieces and work on 

them separately

Make “either-or

choices; settle for 

best available 

options

Integrative      

Thinkers

Seek less obvious 

but potentially 

relevant factors

Consider 

multidirectional and 

nonlinear relationships 

among variables

See problems as a 

whole. How parts fit 

together and how 

decisions affect one 

another. Hold in head 

two opposing ideas

at once.

Creatively resolve 

tensions among 

opposing ideas; 

generate innovative 

outcomes. 

New idea may have 

elements of each, 

but is superior to 

both.

Comparative Decision Making

Martin R. How Successful Leaders Think. Harvard Business Review.  June 2007:60-67

• We often try to emulate what effective leaders do. 

• A more productive approach is to look at how successful leaders think.

• Most successful leaders studied are integrative thinkers.     



Mandatories Lists A and B, each compiled by different sources. Some overlap expected.



Mandatories list is a product of national, state 
or industry level Conventional Thinking.

Conventional Thinker not able to weigh benefits versus downstream 
risks as an Integrative Thinker would, who could be better aware
of the potential interaction with other factors in the healthcare system.

Integrative Thinkers, by weighing factors, come up with
superior solutions and think more systemically.



• Your on your own, but have to comply. 
• Deal with each mandate office separately. 
• Figure out what each wants you to do
• Computer Based Training (CBT) on your own time
• No immediate help if CBT poorly operational .

Organized with support provided to  expedite and guide
compliance with people familiar with software operation, 
staff in other offices,  requirements, etc.

4 Separate Hospital Admin Offices
for Mandates 1, 2, 3, 4
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Individual Clinician Based approach
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Organized  Administrative
collaboration between
mandate offices

Hospital & Department-Based approaches

Organizational Ergonomics:
Mandate Management.

Formation of single committee
“Clinical Education Council”
through which all mandatories 
are processed, recorded, satisficed
and monitored.

http://www.google.com/url?url=http://mastersinhealthadministration.org/&rct=j&frm=1&q=&esrc=s&sa=U&ei=fpmVU6HUNbe-sQS0-YGIDA&ved=0CEYQ9QEwEjgo&usg=AFQjCNHFxJi0RNtk1Z0agd4qaNjsMdn2TA


Healthcare Organization Level 
Burnout Reduction Opportunity 

From Chaos to Order

Organization 
Management

Mitigation of Chaos

Well-intended 
EMR- not well designed.
Multiple Quality Metrics   
untested un-harmonized.

Patient Safety Movement  silo-ed,  
uncoordinated

Mandates, laws, regulations.
Public demand for increased   

clinician education as solution.

Patients as primary concern

Not so
well-intended
Hassle Factors by Insurance 
intended to wear down provider, 
cost control methods adapted 

from auto production. 
For-profit Agendas.  

Healthcare as investment 
vehicle.

Shareholders as primary concern

Macro Level-
National, state,
industry, regulatory

Meso Level-
Hospital/Healthcare Organization 

Micro
Level-
Individual
clinician

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRw&url=http://www.meted.ucar.edu/fire/s290/unit8/print.htm&ei=FuBDVfXmKJCPyASv9ICABQ&bvm=bv.92189499,d.aWw&psig=AFQjCNGHsSyb5IB6Yw8Hex4rrB8hU45_8Q&ust=1430598162750358
http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRw&url=http://www.sourcecodefiles.com/visual-basic-6-0/hospital-management-system&ei=ReFDVbmhNMKoyATsvIHIBw&bvm=bv.92291466,d.aWw&psig=AFQjCNFtP2yWTRpsAL4zwEgWEC9Tjt5mGw&ust=1430598337643619
http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRw&url=http://www.reportexec.com/monitored-alarm-systems/&ei=BeJDVfepDMz_yQTpyICoBQ&bvm=bv.92291466,d.aWw&psig=AFQjCNGWfhC3tTyTK_oiwGDfmUnP0KJkBg&ust=1430598468876524
http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjGsqffo5vPAhXDbT4KHctSCAAQjRwIBw&url=http://oralfixationshow.com/too-many-cooks/&psig=AFQjCNGMiYNBhXJZjNW8b-U2Ygz3lcMdSQ&ust=1474369274069934


Proposed Mandate Solutions

1. Formation of a single committee that tracks all mandates and advisory to Subject 
Matter Experts (URMC=Medical  Faculty and Clinician Wellness Program Mandatory 
Learning Review Committee).  Its purposes:

1. Collaborating on the identification, development, reviewing mandatories 

2. Reducing cognitive load of education requirements

3. Enhancing interprofessional education. 

2. Satisfice mandatory portion ( satisfactory and sufficient to meet requirement,   but no 

extras). Option for additional  learning for those interested.

3. Improve the  experience of completing mandatories.  Engage intrinsic desire to give good 

care. More   effective learning  methods.    Avoid terms like “assignment” that remind  

employee they have no control and no choice.

4.  Organize mass completion of mandates. 

5.  Consider employee input on how to accomplish mandates where possible



Proposed Mandate Solutions Continued
8. Avoid short term low-cost-to-institution solutions to mandate completion. Be careful with  

prepackaged training company  products who do not have motivation to keep learning  
concise and efficient. 

9. Universal fallacy is the underestimation of negative impact on the clinician, as each  
is thought to be minimal inconvenience so  determine the total expectation.

10. Have all mandatories stored on one website for ease of access. 
11. Classifying a learning activity “mandatory” must be carefully weighed against 

unintended consequences. 
12. If mandatory training designation is a legal agreement to a lawsuit or regulatory 

necessity, the same methods above can be used .
13. Objective of the mandate is to demonstrate knowledge of the subject matter so    

allow “testing out” so that staff can go directly to  answering the questions.
14. Mandate completion expectation needs to be reframed as a Cost of Doing Business Expense. Time 

during the day must be  provided by the institution to achieve completion of the mandatories 
without cutting into employee time off and family time.  
--This would create institutional financial incentives to:

1. Reconsider what is mandatory  
2. Creates an economic force that causes the mandatories to be made shorter, more efficient to complete
3. Helps rethink what really is key to learn and what is optional to learn. 



Institute for Healthcare Improvement (IHI)

• In one week,  with assistance of patients, 

families, clinical and non-clinical staff, 

multiple Alliance Hospitals asked:

Berwick DM, Loehrer S, Gunther-Murphy C. Breaking the Rules for Better Care.
JAMA. June 6, 2017. (317) Number 21:2161-2162.
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“Breaking the Rules for Better Care Week”



Results (IHI- “Breaking Rules”)

• 24/42 organizations participated

• Identified 342 rules perceived to provide little or no value to 
patients and staff.

• Classified into 3 Types

The unexpected surprise: Majority [78%]
were fully within administrative control to change.

2/3

1. Habits embedded in organizational behaviors, based upon
misinterpretations of legal, regulatory or administrative requirements [16%]

2. Organization-specific requirements that local leaders could change without
running afoul of any formal statute or regulation [62%]

3. Actual statutory and regulatory requirements [22%]



Four Types of Action of
Alliance Members (IHI)

1. Debunking myths about nonexistent or 
misinterpreted rules through staff education

2. Seeking clarity from appropriate regulatory 
agencies about true scope and intent of rules

3. Changing local administrative policies for 
which no sufficient rationale was found

4. Speaking with “collective voice” to policy 
makers about regulations harmful to care or 
wasteful of limited resources.

3/3



Responsibility Matrix

Action Comment Action Comment

Acknowledge  
Change

New issues, understand their impact, 
understand how to adapt Validate Suffering Empathy, validate feelings, recognize 

impact; you will navigate with them as 
partners

Own Safety and  
Quality

Acknowledge variability of care and its 
impact on outcomes, improve care 
delivery

Communicate Keep physicians informed and the 
“why” behind decisions. Is two way 
street: In addition to sharing 
information are you listening to what 
they say?

Promote  
Accountability and  
Peer Mentoring

Must hold each other accountable, 
and be proactive to advance this 
responsibility

Help Physicians
Understand the 
Business

Help educate our physician partners 
so they better understand the things 
we do.

Stop Bad Behavior Have to stop yelling, bullying, lack of 
follow-up, not responding or outright 
verbal or physical abuse.

Be Inclusive If you want physician support for key
decisions, include them in the real 
decision making.

Practice Humility Respect the knowledge and skills of 
our non clinical colleagues. Recognize the Need 

for Symbiosis

Recognize the need for tandem roles 
of physicians and administrators for 
quality of care and maintaining health 
of the business

Lead By Example Physicians are looked up to for 
guidance and advice and people 
closely follow their actions.

Beware of Trigger 
Issues

Before executing something new, 

understand the mood of your 
physicians and the effect the change 
will have relative to other recent 
changes and ensure appropriate 
consultation and communication.

Clinician Responsibility Administrator Responsibility

Adapted from Merlino J. August 19, 2015:
http://www.beckershospitalreview.com/hospital-physician-relationships/the-responsibility-matrix-a-strategy-for-stronger-physician-administrator-partnerships.html

http://www.beckershospitalreview.com/hospital-physician-relationships/the-responsibility-matrix-a-strategy-for-stronger-physician-administrator-partnerships.html
http://www.beckershospitalreview.com/hospital-physician-relationships/the-responsibility-matrix-a-strategy-for-stronger-physician-administrator-partnerships.html


Simpson KR, Knox GE. Recognizing and Understanding
Adverse Perinatal Outcomes and Preventing Common Accidents.
AWHONN Lifelines, June/July  Vol 7, issue 3(224-35) 2003 

Strategies Designed to Prevent  Individual Error, 
Grounded in System-Based Cognitive Psychological Research

• Manage workplace fatigue 
and stress

• Decrease reliance on memory

• Decrease reliance on vigilance

• Reduce need for manual calculations

• Design and redesign useful policies

• Develop standardized unit practices
based on evidence and guidelines

from professional associations

• Have accurate up-to-date readily
available when needed.

Adapted from: Nolan, TW (2000): Education and debate:
System changes to improve patient safety. British Medical Journal,
320 (7237), 771-773


